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Abstract

This paper presents some of the results of study into robotic on-orbit servicing (OOS) by Russian State Scientific Center for Robotics and Technical Cybernetics (RTC). Problems of OOS are presented and their importance is shown. OOS operations are briefly observed, ranged and divided into two groups. To provide these operations two design concepts for means of robotic support (MRS), placed on servicing satellite, are considered. Those are design concepts of MRS based on one manipulator system (MRS-1) and MRS with three manipulators (MRS-3), more detailed description of them is also given.
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1. Introduction

Development, manufacturing and launching of space vehicles are very expensive, so there is currently an urgent need in extension of their active lifetime. International experience analysis shows that the most valuable and unique objects, such as "Hubble" space telescope, have been repeatedly maintained and repaired in outer space by astronauts. It should be noted that such expeditions entail a certain risk to the life of manned space vehicle crews and have an extremely high cost. It is obvious that such operations should be preferably carried out by servicing satellite equipped with MRS [1].

World powers performed developments aimed at creating service spacecrafts, which will carry out orbital maintenance operations on functioning space vehicles. When creating service satellite much attention is payed to such tasks as inspection [2, 3, 4, 5], transportation [6], motion control, refueling, maintenance and repair work, carrying out orbital assembly.

In 2007 the space experiment was conducted under Orbital Express program [7, 8], which aim to develop autonomous technology of refueling and reconfiguration of satellites directly in orbit. The experiment simulated a rendezvous of two launched satellites – ASTRO to NextSat – in automatic mode with the flyby maneuvers in close proximity (approximately 60 m), a soft catching, docking, fuel transfer, replacement of batteries and computers, bringing them into operation, undocking of space vehicles.

Now under the auspices of DARPA there is continuing work within FREND program [9, 10] pursuing the creation of multi-service satellites, equipped with a robotic system of three manipulators, allowing docking with an optional satellite with no docking interfaces. Besides on Phoenix space platform development [11, 12], which will grab dead satellites, dismantle their antennas and other equipment, is underway. To each of the dismantled part or unit a tiny spacecraft will be attached; original engine and ID will keep the unit at a given point in space. Thus, it will form a warehouse of parts for space satellites, which can be retrieved when needed.

Currently SpaceTech GmbH continues working on the creation of multi-service spacecraft DEOS [13, 14, 15]. The main objectives are to provide rendezvous of service satellite with serviceable spacecraft, docking and relative orientation of satellites using service satellite’s manipulator, docking with the spacecraft for replacement of equipment units or refueling, ensure a controlled descent from orbit or launch into the desired orbit and spacecraft flooding at the end of the mission.

Company Tethers Unlimited [16] continues to research and develop SpiderFab technology, allowing space platforms to use three-dimensional printing and robotic assembly for creating and combining large structures in orbit such as space antenna, solar panels and shields which are ten times as larger as existing folding options. By using this technology, the volume of cargo to be delivered into orbit will decrease in 30 times with the same weight, and total system size will be doubled.

Based on the stated above, we can claim that the search for technical solutions for the creation of servicing satellites equipped with MRS [17], which are able to perform an orbital spacecraft service operations, is a relevant for on-orbit servicing and high demand task.

2. Analysis, classification and systematization of orbital servicing operations

Timely maintenance of space vehicles provides a qualitative implementation of their tasks for a longer time. The probability of onboard equipment failure may be compensated by the possibility of its maintenance and repair during in orbit spacecraft exploitation.

Servicing spacecraft tasks can range from the relatively simple task of inspection (remote and contact) to complex maintenance tasks such as refueling of uncooperative space vehicle. The entire set of orbital service operations can be divided into three main categories [18]: the elimination of failure, lifetime extension and other operations. The operations of failure elimination include:

- motion control: orbit correction – moving client spacecraft from incorrect initial delivery orbit;
- maintenance and repair work: deployment – assistance in deploying of solar panels, antennas and other deployable items;
- maintenance and repair work: repair or replacement of failed components.

Extending the spacecraft lifetime is possible with the following service operations:

- motion control: transportation – transfer of client spacecraft to a new work orbit to save fuel reserves;
- replenishment of consumables, refueling – replenishment of fuel, coolant and other consumable materials;
- maintenance and repair work: component replacement – replacement of worked-out elements, – also modernization in order to expand the functionality of satellite and reconfiguration.

In addition to elimination of failures and lifetime extension operations following service operations are possible:

- inspection (remote or contact) – inspection of client spacecraft with purpose of troubleshooting;
- motion control: de-orbiting (disposal/flooding) – moving of deenergized client spacecraft and space debris from working orbit to disposal orbit or into the atmosphere;
- assembly operations – assembly of truss structures, space vehicles and space stations;
- disassembly – removal of functional units of worked-out spacecrafts in order to replace defective elements of malfunctioning space vehicles.
The operations mentioned above, except for remote inspection, imply docking of service satellite to client spacecraft. Docking with cooperative spacecraft can be realized without means of robotic support, since special docking devices to perform the operation using satellite’s propulsion system are allowed for in the design of service satellite. The docking of service satellite with uncooperative space vehicle can be carried out either by means of constructive elements of the latter, for example, the apogee motor nozzle, or using means of robotic support. Technical configuration definition for service spacecraft’s MRS, handling with uncooperative space units, should be carried out in each case individually due to the lack of standardized, comfortable to grip and solid client spacecraft’s constructive elements.

The presence or absence of manipulators, embodied in means of robotic support, and their number depends on the operations carried out by service satellite and type of serviced vehicle. It should be noted that all operating satellites in orbit are currently uncooperative. At the same time, in contrast to foreign space vehicles, the majority of Russian satellites have no apogee motor nozzles since they are inserted into high orbits with special upper stage of “Breeze-M”. Therefore, presence of manipulator system on service satellite for maintenance of Russian on-orbit spacecrafts is required.

Generally, in terms of need for means of robotic support of service satellite, all the operations can be divided into two groups:

- operations that require means of robotic support in the form of manipulator system:
  a) contact inspection;
  b) transportation (disposal) of uncooperative spacecrafts using means of robotic support;
  c) reconfiguration, modernization, replacement of functional units;
  d) maintenance and repair work;
  e) replenishment of consumables;
  f) assembly operations using means of robotic support;
  g) dismantling of spacecraft into its component parts.

- operations that can be performed without means of robotic support of service satellite:
  a) remote inspection;
  b) transportation by means of special docking station (in relation to cooperative space vehicles);
  c) refueling of spacecrafts [19] with dedicated docking device interface for fuel transfer (in relation to cooperative spacecrafts);
  d) assembly of large space structures consisting of major target modules using their propulsion units (in relation to cooperative spacecrafts).

Thus, operations of the second group can be performed only with cooperative space vehicles, which are not under development yet. An exception is the remote inspection that can be carried out by any service satellites.

3. The composition and structure of means of robotic support of service spacecraft

A space robotic system (also referred to as space manipulator or space robot) for an OOS mission typically consists of three major components: the base spacecraft or servicing satellite, an n-degree-of-freedom (n-DoF) robot manipulator attached to the servicing satellite, and the target spacecraft to be serviced [20].

Execution of operations described in previous section is possible by various service satellites, thus composition options will be different in operation quality performance, applied technologies level, amount of material and time resources required for the development and production of proper means of robotic support. Generally, means of robotic support should be composed of a base unit, manipulator system, observation unit, changeable tools dispenser, payload cell, docking device. To maintain the operating temperature range in outer space, means of robotic support should have a common thermal control system. Power supply and communication with ground or orbital control center are realized by means of service spacecraft.

In RTC there were developed two design concepts of MRS based on one manipulator system (MRS-1) and MRS with three manipulators (MRS-3), descriptions of which are given below. Approximate weight of MRS-1 is 318 kg, MRS-3 – 548 kg. The presence of three manipulators composing MRS-3 makes it possible to maintain both cooperative and uncooperative space vehicles. Service satellite equipped with MRS-1 may serve spacecrafts, docking to which be realized with the docking device of MRS-1. General view of MRS-1 is shown in Figure 1.
The main element of MRS-1 is a 6-DoF manipulator sufficient to perform necessary operations. Optionally, with use of 7-DoF manipulator arm the service area will expand and avoidance of various obstacles will be possible. Manipulator ends with tool fixation device.

Changeable tool dispenser is located on top of base unit. The dispenser has necessary removable tools for manipulator; the tools are fixed in the dispenser fastening devices. The manipulator is attached to one side of base block, from other three sides of which the payload cells with fixed functional units and an expansion tank (for refueling operations) are anchored. Docking device is located in the middle of and higher than dispenser, so that after docking with client spacecraft manipulator could freely change tools.

Performing of target operations begins with the grip of necessary tool from the dispenser. After seizing the tool by manipulator and connecting of suitable electrical connectors fastening device unlocks and changeable tool can be freely extracted for operation execution.

Contact inspection involves work of manipulator to identify various problems. As an option – cutting thermal blanket or another kind of mechanical impact on client space vehicle for visual access to the interior equipment.

On both sides of the base unit payload cells are arranged to accommodate functional blocks. One of them is to store breakdown or obsolete function blocks taken from client spacecrafts during the repair work, the other – for new units.

It is essential that replacement of functional units operations are only possible with promising cooperative spacecrafts specifically designed to allow this operation. Performing of these operations with currently orbiting space vehicles is impossible.

The fuel tank is located on the base block opposite to the manipulator. It is intended to refuel serviced spacecrafts. The refueling operation is carried out without manipulator with the special connection device interface. Thus, this operation is only possible with cooperative space vehicles.

Orbital assembly operations with use of one manipulator can be implemented in two scenarios: the assembly takes place directly on the target client spacecraft (building extra sections, deployment of solar panels or antennas); or assembly takes place in segments on board of the service spacecraft with subsequent installation of finished segments on client space vehicle.

General view of MRS-3 is shown in Figure 2. MRS-3 differs from MRS-1 by presence of two additional identical 6 DoF manipulators.
All manipulators, as well as in MRS-1, end with tool fixation device. Additional manipulators are located instead of the fuel tank, so service spacecraft performs refueling operation by pumping its own fuel.

Performing of target operations, as in case of MRS-1, begins with the capture of necessary tool from changeable tools dispenser. Contact inspection operation is conducted by manipulators teamwork and can be done much faster than in case of MRS-1, because it doesn’t require a tool change on each step.

Operation of functional units replacement with MRS-3 is no different from its execution by MRS-1, only MRS-3 can perform it faster.

The presence of three technological manipulators in MRS may require more changeable tools within the same nomenclature. Manipulators in stowed position are folded along the body of service spacecraft not overlapping overall dimensions.

### 4. Conclusion

Analyzing design features of developed robotic systems, it can be concluded that MRS-1 is able to perform all necessary orbital service operations with either cooperative objects, or uncooperative objects or uncooperative objects, which construction include the elements like the apogee motor nozzle, which make possible to use the docking device for (to provide the) space link. Service satellite, equipped with MRS-1, when launching is able to carry a larger number of functional blocks and fuel supply than MRS-3.

MRS-3 is able to maintain cooperative and uncooperative space vehicles of optional design. Some orbital maintenance operations of cooperative spacecrafts, for example, replacement of functional units service satellite equipped with MRS-3 can perform faster. However, such satellite performs refueling operation by its own fuel supply, which reduces its lifetime. The fuel tank fixed on payload cell of MRS-1 allows to refuel more client spacecrafts.

Thus, maintenance of currently operated domestic satellites can only be performed by service satellites with MRS-3 after improvement of their identified drawbacks.

RTC is prepared to manufacture prototypes of MRS for OOS missions within the next few years.
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